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Abstract 

Market basket analysis helps to provide scientific decision support for retail market by mining association rules among items 
people purchased together. In this paper, we explained the data mining usages and we propose an innovative market basket 
analysis method by mining association rules on the items. So we can get the associations among the items. This method has been 
applied to a dynamic dishes recommend system and validated by the experimental results. Market basket analysis is a good way 
to provide scientific decision support for retail market by mining association relationships among items people purchased 
together. By applying the association rules we have to find the feature analysis on the products. Now by using these association 
rules we have to analyze the sales of any products by using transactions. Now in this paper we have to divide the year into three 
seasons and by using the transactions on the respective seasons we have to analyze what are the medicines that are sold at a 
maximum rate with an association using fp-growth (frequent pattern) algorithm. This can be done by using storing the details of 
the products and applying the association rules on the respective transactions. After analyzing the results we have to store a 
maximum stock of respective products. And in this paper we have to estimate the weather effects by using association rule 
mining. 

Key terms: - Association Rule Mining using FP-tree algorithm, medical products, and seasonal transactions. 

 

1. Introduction of Data Mining 

Data mining research during the last eight years has led to the development of a variety of algorithms for 
finding frequent item sets in very large transactional databases. Frequent item set mining is one of the fundamental 
problems in data mining and has many applications such as association rule mining, inductive databases, and query 
expansion. From these applications, fast implementations of frequent item set mining problems are needed. 
Acquiring new customers, delighting and retaining existing customers, and predicting buyer behavior will improve 
the availability of products and services and hence the profits. Thus the end goal of any Data Mining exercise in e-
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commerce is to improve processes that contribute to delivering value to the end customer. Data mining uses 
algorithms to sift through huge volumes of information for the purpose of detecting patterns hidden in the data. 
Understanding these patterns quickly leads to improved business intelligence. For example, a computer hardware 
company studying maintenance contracts tries to understand why some customers did not renew their contracts. 
Within the company, management believed that PC owners were likely to defect and mainframe customers were 
likely to renew. Standard reports showed this to be the case. However, with data mining, they quickly discovered 
that the mainframe customers with junior account managers were just as likely to defect as PC customers. The key 
indicator was not the computer but the experience of the account manager. This information had been masked by the 
practice of assigning more experienced account managers to mainframe accounts. Data mining helps identify trends 
such as 

• Why customers buy certain products very often 

• Ideas for very direct marketing 

• Ideas for shelf placement 

• Training of employees versus employee retention 

• Employee benefits vs. employee retention. 
 

Data mining is ready for application in the business environment because it is supported by three technologies that 
are now sufficiently mature: 

• Massive data collection and storage 

• Powerful multiprocessor computers 

• Data mining algorithms. 
 

Data mining is the process of discovering new patterns from large data sets involving methods at the 
intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics and database systems. The goal of data mining is to 
extract knowledge from a data set in a human-understandable structure and involves database and data management, 
data preprocessing, model and inference considerations, interestingness metrics, complexity considerations, post-
processing of found structure, visualization and online updating. The actual data-mining task is the automatic or 
semi-automatic analysis of large quantities of data to extract previously unknown interesting patterns such as groups 
of data records (cluster analysis), unusual records (anomaly detection) and dependencies (association rule mining). 
This usually involves using database techniques such as spatial indexes. These patterns can then be seen as a kind of 
summary of the input data, and used in further analysis or for example in machine learning and predictive analytics. 
For example, the data mining step might identify multiple groups in the data, which can then be used to obtain more 
accurate prediction results by a decision support system. Neither the data collection, data preparation nor result 
interpretation and reporting are part of the data mining step, but do belong to the overall KDD process as additional 
steps. 

 

The knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) process is commonly defined with the stages  

• Selection 

• Preprocessing 

• Transformation 

• Data Mining 

• Interpretation / Evaluation. 
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1.1 Data mining involves six common classes of tasks 

1.1.1 Anomaly detection (Outlier/change/deviation detection) 

 The identification of unusual data records that might be interesting or data errors and require further 
investigation. 

1.1.2 Association rule learning (Dependency modeling)  

It Searches for relationships between variables. For example a supermarket might gather data on customer 
purchasing habits. Using association rule learning, the supermarket can determine which products are frequently 
bought together and use this information for marketing purposes. This is sometimes referred to as market basket 
analysis. 

1.1.3 Clustering 

Is the task of discovering groups and structures in the data that are in some way or another "similar", without 
using known structures in the data. 

1.1.4 Classification 

Is the task of generalizing known structure to apply to new data. For example, an email program might attempt 
to classify an email as legitimate or spam. 

1.1.5 Regression 

It attempts to find a function which models the data with the least error providing more compact representation 
of the data set, including visualization and report generation. 

 

2. Applications of Data Mining 

Notable applications and use of data mining are 

2.1 Business 

Data mining in customer relationship management applications can contribute significantly to the bottom 
line. Example of data mining, often called the market basket analysis, relates to its use in retail sales. If a clothing 
store records the purchases of customers, a data-mining system could identify those customers who favor silk shirts 
over cotton ones. Although some explanations of relationships may be difficult, taking advantage of it is easier. The 
example deals with association rules within transaction based data. Not all data are transaction based and logical or 
inexact rules may also be present within a database. 

Market basket analysis has also been used to identify the purchase patterns of the Alpha consumer. Alpha 
Consumers are people that play a key role in connecting with the concept behind a product, then adopting that 
product, and finally validating it for the rest of society. Analyzing the data collected on this type of user has allowed 
companies to predict future buying trends and forecast supply demands. 
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2.2. Science and Engineering 

Data mining has been used widely in the areas of science and engineering, like bioinformatics, 
genetics, medicine,     education and electrical power engineering. In the study of human genetics, sequence 
mining helps address the important goal of understanding the mapping relationship between the inter-individual 
variation in human DNA sequences and variability in disease susceptibility. 

In the area of electrical power engineering, data mining methods have been widely used for condition 
monitoring of high voltage electrical equipment. The purpose of condition monitoring is to obtain valuable 
information on the insulation's health status of the equipment. 

A fourth area of application for data mining in science/engineering is within educational research, where 
data mining has been used to study the factors leading students to choose to engage in behaviors which reduce their 
learning and to understand the factors influencing university student retention. 

 

2.3 Spatial data mining 

Spatial data mining is the application of data mining methods to spatial data. Spatial data mining follows 
along the same functions in data mining, with the end objective to find patterns in geograph. So far, data mining and 
geographic Information Systems (GIS) have existed as two separate technologies, each with its own methods, 
traditions and approaches to visualization and data analysis. Particularly, most contemporary GIS have only very 
basic spatial analysis functionality. The immense explosion in geographically referenced data occasioned by 
developments in IT, digital mapping, remote sensing, and the global diffusion of GIS emphasizes the importance of 
developing data driven inductive approaches to geographical analysis and modeling. 

 

 

3. Apriori Algorithm 

Apriori algorithm was first proposed by Agarwal. Apriori is more efficient during the candidate generation process. 
It uses a breadth-first search strategy to count the support of item sets and uses a candidate generation function 
which exploits the downward closure property of support. Apriori uses pruning techniques to avoid measuring 
certain item sets, while guaranteeing completeness. These are the item sets that the algorithm can prove will not turn 
out to be large. The first pass of the algorithm simply counts item occurrences to determine the large 1-itemsets. A 
subsequent pass, say pass k, consists of two phases. First, the large item sets Lk-1 found in the (k-1)th pass are used 
to generate the candidate item sets Ck, using the Apriori- genfunction Next, the database is scanned and the support 
of candidates in Ck is counted. Apriori is designed to operate on databases containing transactions. Other algorithms 
are designed for finding association rules in data having no transactions or having no time stamps. Apriori principle 
states that, if an item set is frequent, then all of its subsets must be frequent .The Apriori algorithm is based on the 
Apriori principle , which says that the item set X’ containing item set X is never large if item set X is not large. 
Based on this principle, the Apriori algorithm generates a set of candidate large item sets whose lengths are (k+1) 
from the large k item sets (for k_1) and eliminates those candidates, which contain not large subset. Then, for the 
rest candidates, only those with support over minimum support threshold are taken to be large (k+1)-item sets. The 
Apriori generate item sets by using only the large item sets found in the previous pass, without considering the 
transactions.  
 

The Apriori algorithm takes advantage of the fact that any subset of a frequent item set is also a frequent 
item set. The algorithm can therefore, reduce the number of candidates being considered by only exploring the item 
sets whose support count is greater than the minimum support count. All infrequent item sets can be pruned if it has 
an infrequent subset. In the process of finding frequent item sets, Apriori avoids the effort wastage of counting the 
candidate item sets that are known to be infrequent. The candidates are generated by joining among the frequent 
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item sets level-wisely, also candidate are pruned according the Apriori property. As a result the number of remaining 
candidate item sets ready for further support checking becomes much smaller, which dramatically reduces the 
computation, I/O cost and memory requirement. 
 
3.1 Apriori Algorithm  
 
Steps involved in Apriori algorithm 
 
(1)Candidate item sets are generated using only the large item sets of the previous pass without considering the 
transactions in the database. 
(2)The large item set of the previous pass is joined with itself to generate all item sets whose size is higher by 1. 
(3)Each generated item set that has a subset which is not large is deleted. The remaining item sets are the candidate 
ones. 
 

 
  
 

 
 
 
3.2 Apriori Mining process 
 

In Apriori algorithm there involves two processes for finding large item sets from the database. First, the 
database is scanned to check the support count of the corresponding item sets after generating the candidate item set. 
Support count of each item is calculated during the first scan of the database and pruning is done on those item sets 
whose supports are below the pre-defined threshold to generate large 1–item sets. In every pass over the candidate 
item sets that include the same specified number of items are generated and checked. The candidate k-item sets are 
generated after the (k-1 )th passes over the database by joining the frequent k-1 - item sets. The Apriori property says 
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that every sub (k-1)-item sets of the frequent k-item sets must be frequent. For generation 3-itemsetsfrequent 2-
itemsets are joined to get candidate 3- item sets, which include (I1, I2, I3) , (I1, I2, I6), (I2, I3, I6). Those item sets 
are then checked for their sub item sets, since (I3, I6) is not frequent 2-itemsets, the last item set gets eliminated 
from the list of candidate 3-itemsets. This process is repeated continuously to find all frequent item sets until the 
candidate item sets become empty. 

 
3.3 Drawbacks 
 
The main drawbacks of Apriori algorithm are 

• It takes more time, space and memory for candidate generation process. 
• To generate the candidate set it requires multiple scan over the database. 

 
 
 
4. Fp-tree algorithm 
 

FP-Tree frequent pattern mining is used in the development of association rule mining. FP-Tree algorithm 
overcomes the problem found in Apriori algorithm. The frequent item set generation process requires only two 
passes over the database there is no need for candidate generation process. By avoiding the candidate generation 
process and less passes over the database, FP-Tree founds to be faster than the Apriori algorithm. 
 

An FP-Tree is a prefix tree for transactions. Every node in the tree represents one item and each path 
represents the set of transactions that involve with the particular item. All nodes referring to the same item are linked 
together in a list, so that all the transactions that containing the same item can be easily found and counted. 

 

4.1 Fp-Tree Algorithm 

FP-tree algorithm involves the generation of frequent patterns using the frequent patterns generation process which 
includes two sub processes 

• Constructing the FP-Tree, and 
• Generation of frequent patterns from the FP-Tree. 

 

(i) Original database 
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ii) L1  iii) Transformed Database 

 
 
 
The process of constructing the FP-Tree is as follows 
 
(1) The database is scanned for the first time, during this scanning the support count of each items are collected. As 
a result the frequent 1 - item sets are generated process is the same as in Apriori algorithm. Those frequent item sets 
are sorted in a descending order of their supports. Also the head table of ordered 
Frequent 1 -item sets is created. 
(2) Create the root node of the FP-Tree T with a label of Root. The database is scanned again to construct the FP-
Tree with the head table, for each transaction the order of frequent items is resorted according to the head table. 
(3) The function Insertf [p j P]; Tg works as follows. If T has a child N such that N.itemname=p.item-name then the 
count of N is increased by 1, else a new node N is created and N.itemname=p.item-name with a support count of 1. 
Its parent link be linked to T and its node link is linked to the node with the same item-name via a sub-link. This 
function Insert P, Tg is called recursively until P becomes empty. 
 
The efficiency of FP-Tree algorithm account for three reasons 
 
(1) FP-Tree is a compressed representation of the original database because only those frequent items are used to 
construct the tree, other irrelevant information are pruned. Also by ordering the items according to their supports the 
overlapping parts appear only once with different support count. 
(2) This algorithm only scans the database twice. The frequent patterns are generated by the FPgrowth procedure, 
constructing the conditional FPTree which contain patterns with specified suffix patterns, frequent patterns can be 
easily. Also the computation cost decreased dramatically. 
(3) FP-Tree uses a divide and conquers method that considerably reduced the size of the subsequent conditional FP-
Tree; longer frequent patterns are generated by adding a suffix to the shorter frequent patterns. 
 
 
 
5. Applications 
5.1 Estimating Weather Effects Using Association Rule Mining 

By using this association rules we have estimate the weather effects. The factors that influence the weather are 
temperature, rain and snow, pressure, humidity, wind, and sunshine.  
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Temperature 0c 

T1 <25 

T2 >25 and <30 

T3 <30 and >35 

T4 >35 and <40 

T5 >40 

Fig (i) Different Temperatures 

Humidity 0c 

H1 <20 

H2 <25 and >20 

H3 <30 and >25 

H4 >30 

Fig (ii) Different Temperatures 

Pressures N/m2 

P1 <15 

P2 <25 and >15 

P3 <30 and >25 

P4 >30 

Fig (iii) Different Temperatures 

Wind miles/hour 

W1 6.3-6.7 

W2 >6.7 to 9.0 

W3 <6.3 

Fig (IV) Different Temperatures 
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The following table represents different cases for raining 

Factors Effect 

T1,H1,P1,W1 Heavy rain 

T2,H2,P2,W2 Cool  

T3,P3,H3,W3 average 

T4,P4,H4,W3 Hot weather 

Fig (v) Different Temperatures 

 

 

 

 

   

    

  … … …  

  

 … …. ….  

 

Fig (VI) Tree structure for above weather effects 

 
5.2 Association among the Medical Products of Seasonal Transactions Using Fp-Growth Algorithm 
 

In this paper, we are taking the medical products in place of the items like     
I1->Medicalproduct1,                           

               I2->Medicalproduct2… 
 

TID ITEMS 

T01 I1,I2,I3 

T02 I3,I4,I5 

T03 I2,I3 

Fig (vii): season 1 transactions 

TID ITEMS 

T01 I1,I5,I6 

H

Heav

y rain 

T

W1 W

P P P P
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T02 I5,I6,I7 

T03 I2,I3,I4 

T04 I8,I3,I5,I6 

Fig (viii): season 2 transactions 

 TID ITEMS 

T01 I6,I7,I8 

T02 I6,I7,I9,I2 

T03 I6,I7,I9 

Fig (3): season 3 transactions 

 

Now in the above three seasonal transactions we can consider each and every seasonal transactions and 
generate association rules among the items for every season. Such that we can generate associations among the 
items using fp-tree (frequent pattern) algorithm. So by using those results we can generate or produce more number 
of associated items to the next season. And we can store the mostly associated items for the next seasons. 

 

7. Conclusion 

By using association rule mining we have to estimate the weather effects and by using these association rules we 
have to analyze the sales of any products using fp-growth (frequent pattern) algorithm and it is efficient than apriori 
algorithm. 
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